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Diana Garber of Intuitive Concepts Empowers Women to Succeed
Throughout history, women have been the backbone of society. They have been the mothers,
grandmothers, housewives, and caregivers. During the past 75 years, they have also
undertaken additional roles. As single mothers, working mothers, and working seniors, they
labor to feed themselves and their families, and yet statistics prove they continue to be
underpaid and under rated for their accomplishments.
We still live in a patriarchal system that first rewards men, but the fact that women
subconsciously choose to be co-conspirators in a societal and economic system (that
perpetuates the myth that men deserve more) has been part of their own undoing. The ‘Time
for Women is Now’ webinar series has been designed to showcase that many paradigms of
the past are obsolete, and it is time for women to fulfill their highest potential.
Diana Garber, as former VP of Bank One and specializing in risk management, is well versed
in the ways of the corporate world. Today, as a Feng Shui Master and CEO and President of
Intuitive Concepts, she is equipped to deliver the message to women everywhere that their
time has arrived.
6/20/12: The Role Women Played in History and How to Succeed in Current Times This
session begins with the historical, societal, and economic background that has and does mold
women. This outdated standard of women’s roles will be explored along with recommendations
on the attitudes and activities required to succeed.
7/18/12: Manage Your Environment Consciously or It Unconsciously Manages
You©…Success Tips for Home and Office Diana Garber will share essential Feng Shui tips
on how to create a harmonious and successful life in your home and office.
8/15/12: Women and Success…Learning to Manifest and Accept What You Deserve
Since men have traditionally been considered the ‘bread earners,’ women have acquiesced to
a secondary support role. This webinar will demonstrate how women can dream big and offer
techniques on how to manifest success.
To register for any webinar, visit this link. For more information regarding Diana Garber, visit
Intuitive Concepts.
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